The diagram to the left shows only a possible setup - often the most capacity and/or the most comfortable. Most setups are able to be adjusted for client’s specific needs. Actual placement may vary slightly.

**When submitting a setup request:** It is acceptable to select or reference the most similar setup option and then list any preferred adjustments. We will always work one-on-one with clients to confirm all setup needs and requests.

**NOTE:** This diagram shows the same setup option for both UWY 303 (right) and UWY 304 (left) as separate locations. When requesting just one of these spaces, please look at that specific half of the room.
The diagram to the left shows only a possible setup - often the most capacity and/or the most comfortable. Most setups are able to be adjusted for client’s specific needs. Actual placement may vary slightly.

When submitting a setup request: It is acceptable to select or reference the most similar setup option and then list any preferred adjustments. We will always work one-on-one with clients to confirm all setup needs and requests.

NOTE: This diagram shows the same setup option for both UWY 303 (right) and UWY 304 (left) as separate locations. When requesting just one of these spaces, please look at that specific half of the room.

HALF STUDENT ASSEMBLY (UWY 303 & 304) / OPTION L - BANQUET W/ BUFFET LINE

UWY 304
6’ Round Tables: 15
6’ Rectangular Tables: Up to 6
Chairs: 135

UWY 303
6’ Round Tables: 14
6’ Rectangular Tables: Up to 4
Chairs: 126
The diagram to the left shows only a possible setup - often the most capacity and/or the most comfortable. Most setups are able to be adjusted for client’s specific needs. Actual placement may vary slightly.

**When submitting a setup request:** It is acceptable to select or reference the most similar setup option and then list any preferred adjustments. We will always work one-on-one with clients to confirm all setup needs and requests.

**NOTE:** This diagram shows the same setup option for both UWY 303 (right) and UWY 304 (left) as separate locations. When requesting just one of these spaces, please look at that specific half of the room.
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When submitting a setup request: It is acceptable to select or reference the most similar setup option and then list any preferred adjustments. We will always work one-on-one with clients to confirm all setup needs and requests.

NOTE: This diagram shows the same setup option for both UWY 303 (right) and UWY 304 (left) as separate locations. When requesting just one of these spaces, please look at that specific half of the room.
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When submitting a setup request: It is acceptable to select or reference the most similar setup option and then list any preferred adjustments. We will always work one-on-one with clients to confirm all setup needs and requests.

NOTE: This diagram shows the same setup option for both UWY 303 (right) and UWY 304 (left) as separate locations. When requesting just one of these spaces, please look at that specific half of the room.
The diagram to the left shows only a possible setup - often the most capacity and/or the most comfortable. Most setups are able to be adjusted for client’s specific needs. Actual placement may vary slightly.

**When submitting a setup request:** It is acceptable to select or reference the most similar setup option and then list any preferred adjustments. We will always work one-on-one with clients to confirm all setup needs and requests.

**NOTE:** This diagram shows the same setup option for both UWY 303 (right) and UWY 304 (left) as separate locations. When requesting just one of these spaces, please look at that specific half of the room.
The diagram to the left shows only a possible setup - often the most capacity and/or the most comfortable. Most setups are able to be adjusted for client's specific needs. Actual placement may vary slightly.

When submitting a setup request: It is acceptable to select or reference the most similar setup option and then list any preferred adjustments. We will always work one-on-one with clients to confirm all setup needs and requests.

NOTE: This diagram shows the same setup option for both UWY 303 (right) and UWY 304 (left) as separate locations. When requesting just one of these spaces, please look at that specific half of the room.

**FULL STUDENT ASSEMBLY (UWY 303 & 304) / OPTION Q** - U-SHAPE w/ BREAKOUTS

**UWY 304**
- 6' Rectangular Tables: 14
- Chairs: 36

**UWY 303**
- 6' Rectangular Tables: 16
- Chairs: 40

Max Occ: 181

Max Occ: 194
FULL STUDENT ASSEMBLY (UWY 303 & 304) / OPTION R - HOLLOW SQUARE

UWY 304
6' Rectangular Tables: 18
Chairs: 36

UWY 303
6' Rectangular Tables: 18
Chairs: 36

The diagram to the left shows only a possible setup - often the most capacity and/or the most comfortable. Most setups are able to be adjusted for client’s specific needs. Actual placement may vary slightly.

When submitting a setup request: It is acceptable to select or reference the most similar setup option and then list any preferred adjustments. We will always work one-on-one with clients to confirm all setup needs and requests.

NOTE: This diagram shows the same setup option for both UWY 303 (right) and UWY 304 (left) as separate locations. When requesting just one of these spaces, please look at that specific half of the room.